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Part I

Strategy and Tactics that Enable Discovery



Chapter 1

Developability Assessment and Risk

Management During Drug Discovery

Sudhakar Garad and Akash Jain

1.1 Introduction

The pharmaceutical industry is seeing insufficient revenue and profit growth due to

high development costs, long development and approval times, fewer new product

launches, lack of rich pipelines, and loss of revenues to generics due to patent

expiration (Cockburn 2004; Frank and Seiguer 2003). The lack of rich pipeline in

the industry is caused by the high attrition rates due to inadequate physicochemical

and biopharmaceutical attributes, acceptable safety, and sub-marginal efficacy in

preclinical and clinical studies, all of which also contribute to increasing drug

development costs (Subramaniam 2003; Rosiello et al. 2013). Because of rapidly

rising drug development costs, there is an enormous pressure to cut cost and

streamline development (Watkins 2002; Paul et al. 2010). While different compa-

nies are dealing with these challenges differently, the industry can benefit substan-

tially by enhancing the discovery–development interface. The knowledge gained

during the candidate selection phase will be useful in fast development of optimal

formulation and clinical approaches for clinical studies, and consequently will help

shorten the development timelines for new chemical entities (NCEs). This will

directly benefit not only the industry, but also the society, as new and better

lifesaving drugs can reach patients sooner (Venkatesh and Lipper 2000).

In such a scenario, the reduction of attrition rate and thus reduction in the

development cost and timeline for a product pipeline can be achieved by strength-

ening the efficacy and toxicity screens, and establishing a developability screen to

enable selection of developable compounds to the clinic.

Efficacy and toxicity screens involve dosing the drug in a variety of animal

models. A general schematic of the most common in vivo studies performed during
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different discovery stages is shown in Fig. 1.1. Selection of the right formulation

principles is critical for the proper functioning of efficacy and toxicity screens,

especially for NCEs with poor solubility and/or with potential for variable systemic

exposure. For such NCEs, an inadequate formulation principle may limit their

systemic exposure through limited solubilization or precipitation in the gastroin-

testinal tract or in the blood stream (from a solubilized formulation), thus leading to

low and variable exposure and false safety interpretation. Additionally,

sub-marginal exposure may also lead to poor efficacy, and thus could lead to

rejection of a potential blockbuster. For example, blockbuster drug products such

as Cyclosporine (Neoral®), Telaprevir (Incivek®) and Lopinavir/Ritonavir

(Kaletra®) are excellent case studies where the poor solubility of respective APIs

(active pharmaceutical ingredients) was successfully overcome by selecting the

right enabling formulation technology. Therefore, the success of such efficacy and

toxicity screens for NCEs depends a lot on proper selection of suitable formula-

tions, which eventually will lead to objective go/no-go decisions before the NCEs

enter into full development.

Developability screens are equally important as the efficacy and toxicity screens.

Developability assessment typically involves physicochemical characterization of

NCEs, characterization and selection of the most suitable/stable solid form of API,

development of formulations for robust PK, efficacy and safety assessments in

preclinical species, biopharmaceutics (e.g., factors limiting absorption and bio-

availability, food effects, etc.) and drug delivery options for further development

of NCEs. The data package based on in silico, in vitro and in vivo evaluation of

multiple formulations/delivery technologies allows the selection of a biopharma-

ceutically optimized formulation/delivery strategy, and consequently, yields more

reliable information on developability of NCEs moving into clinic and

commercialization.

1.2 Developability Assessment Group (DAG)

1.2.1 Background

The organizational structure of the function performing developability assessment

varies significantly from one pharmaceutical company to another (Kerns and Di

2002; Fiese 2003; Balbach and Korn 2004; Sun et al. 2004; Balani et al. 2005;

Singh 2006; Maas et al. 2007). Developability Assessment Groups (DAGs) could

reside in either discovery or development parts of an organization. In either case,

the key enabler for their success is strong cross-functional collaborations, especially

with medicinal chemists, biologists, pharmacologists and ADME/PK/Tox groups

on the discovery side and technical development teams (API and Drug Product) and

clinicians on the development side. Other key enablers for DAGs include in silico

modeling tools, state-of-the-art analytical capabilities, solid-state characterization

4 S. Garad and A. Jain



technologies, automation and high-throughput platforms and strong understanding

of biopharmaceutics and drug delivery.

1.2.2 Roles and Responsibilities

In principle, the DAGs can take a two-pronged approach on NCEs depending on

complexity of biological target and chemical modification space available to

medicinal chemists:

Pharmaceutics—Build right developable properties in molecule (e.g., pKa, solubil-
ity, stability, permeability, etc.), identify developable solid forms (e.g., salts,

stable polymorphs, co-crystals) and selection of optimal delivery strategy (e.g.,

route of administration, formulation principle).

Enabling Technologies—Solubility and bioavailability enhancement (multiple

technologies for parenteral and oral delivery), modified release (improve thera-

peutic index), and targeted drug delivery (local, site of inflammation/infection,

etc.).

In scenarios where both of the above-mentioned approaches are unsuccessful in

identifying NCEs with desired profile, a timely feedback can be provided to

discovery teams to consider terminating further efforts on such targets. This is a

great mechanism to derisk NCEs as soon as possible based on their biopharmaceu-

tical, technical, and preclinical safety evaluation. Another key responsibility of

Target 
Identification

Lead 
Identification

Candidate 
Identification

Candidate 
Selection

•Early PK (Rat/Mice), 
Solution (iv/po)

•PK (Rat/Mice), Suspension (po) at low doses
•PK of selected Physical Form, Solution or Suspension (po) at 
high doses

•Dose Rising (PK) to estimate exposure at higher doses 
(Rat/Mice), Solution or Suspension (po)

•PK of final physical form (Dog/Monkey), Suspension (po) at 
low doses

•Efficacy Study (Rat/Mice), Solution or Suspension (po) such as
•Single dose PK/PD
•Maximum tolerated dose (MTD)
•Multiple dose PK/PD
•Multiple dose efficacy

•Non-GLP toxicity study (Rat/Dog)
•Non-GLP Dog Telemetry

Fig. 1.1 General and most common sequence of in vivo studies during candidate selection.

Reprinted from Saxena et al. (2009) with permission from John Wiley & Sons

1 Developability Assessment and Risk Management During Drug Discovery 5



DAGs is to act as a liaison between discovery and technical development functions

and ensure seamless transfer of physicochemical properties, solid form,

biopharmaceutics and technical information on NCEs in a timely manner. This is

an extremely value-adding step during transition of NCEs from discovery to

development as it enables rapid decision-making on deliverables (API and Drug

Product for GLP tox and first-in-human studies), avoids loss of critical information

and helps minimize redundancies between different technical functions.

1.2.3 Deliverables

Based on authors’ experience, the key deliverables of DAGs can be summarized as

follows:

(a) Intellectual input to discovery project teams during hit-to-lead and lead opti-

mization stages to build the right physiochemical and biopharmaceutical prop-

erties into the lead candidates. Such properties include but are not limited to

pKa, logP/D and addition of functional groups to improve solubility and/or to

reduce very high lattice energies due to strong intermolecular interactions.

(b) Physicochemical and solid-state characterization of NCEs (melting point, sol-

ubility, pKa, logP/D, permeability, etc.).

(c) Formulation development for pharmacokinetic, pharmacological and toxico-

logical studies using conventional approaches such as solutions, suspensions,

etc., or using non-conventional delivery approaches such as spray-dried disper-

sions, nanosuspensions, etc.

(d) Generate in silico predictions of biopharmaceutical performance using tools

such as GastroPlus™, maximum absorbable dose, etc.

(e) Recommendation on stable physical form and clinical formulation.

(f) Recommendation to terminate non-developable candidates as soon as possible

thereby enabling research colleagues to move on to new scaffolds/targets.

(g) Risk assessment with mitigation plan for the selected development candidates.

(h) Enabling technologies for NCEs (e.g., targeted delivery, modified release, etc.).

The creation and implementation of DAGs in multiple organizations, over the

last decade or so, has yielded a new paradigm for transition of NCEs from discovery

into development. The above listed deliverables traditionally, once a candidate was

handed over from discovery to development, would take approximately 6–9 months

for completion and utilize ~30–100 g of API. In addition, if any developability

issues were identified, it was almost too late to provide the feedback to discovery

teams. With formation of DAGs, similar deliverables can now be achieved in

approximately 2–4 months with ~2–10 g of API (Table 1.1). These significant

savings in time and material have been made possible by development of automated

and high-throughput platforms. The early intervention of DAGs in discovery pro-

grams helps provide timely feedback on developability issues and suggests appro-

priate measures well before a candidate is nominated for full development.

6 S. Garad and A. Jain



For a DAG to be successful and effective, it is very important to have the right

balance of expertise in the group. Scientists in such groups generally have back-

ground in areas such as pharmaceutics and biopharmaceutics, solid state and

material science, analytical science and drug delivery. In addition to the technical

expertise, competencies in cross-functional communication, working in team envi-

ronment, and strong dedication and passion to bring new development candidates

into clinic for unmet medical needs are critical in the role of a developability

assessment scientist.

While the authors believe that the most optimal organizational structure is to

have a DAG integrated within the discovery organization, several other organiza-

tional structures can function equally well, as long as there is close cooperation

between a DAG and discovery teams. The DAG is not only responsible for building

and selecting developable molecules but it is also responsible for identifying

enabling drug delivery technologies for clinical and commercial products. This

broad spectrum role of DAGs adds tremendous value to an organization in increas-

ing or maximizing the potential of safe and efficacious candidates, especially, when

it is very difficult to find NCEs for novel mechanisms. The emphasis in this chapter

is not so much on the organizational structure, but on the valuable information that

is generated by DAGs at various stages of drug discovery and development process

with automated tools, minimum amount of material, resources and utilization of

cutting edge technologies.

Table 1.1 Key activities and deliverables of Developability Assessment Groups (DAGs)

Hit to lead (5–20 mg)

Lead optimization (50–

500 mg) Candidate selection phase (2–10 g)

pKa Weight-based purity Batch characterization

Solubility (pH) and

simulated fluids

Solid-state characterization

(DSC, TGA, XRPD, DVS)

Solid form selection salt/co-crystal,

polymorph selection

Stability (pH) Preliminary salt/crystallization

profiling

Formulation and condition-of-use

stability for DC-enabling studies

PAMPA (GI, BBB) In-process analytical method

development

Analytical method development and

validation

Formulation for

PK/acute tolerability

Formulation for efficacy/toxic-

ity studies

Impurity characterization

HPLC purity Dosing/delivery strategies Establish standards and specification

Biopharmaceutics Initiate GMP and GLP validation

Clinical formulation recommendation

1 Developability Assessment and Risk Management During Drug Discovery 7



1.3 Developability Assessment of New Chemical Entities

(NCEs): Methods and Best Practices

1.3.1 Biopharmaceutics-Based Molecular Design

Biopharmaceutical properties are usually secondary for any given molecule during

early discovery stages as most time and effort is spent in identifying molecules with

the right balance of potency and safety. However, based on lessons learned from

failures and delays in advancing candidates with poor biopharmaceutical profile

through clinical development, major pharmaceutical organizations are looking to

build biopharmaceutical properties into molecules during early discovery stages

(Saxena et al. 2009, Zheng et al. 2012). A few important properties are discussed in

this section.

1.3.1.1 Ionization

Ionization constant, pKa, is a useful thermodynamic parameter to monitor the

charge state of NCEs. Based on their pKa, all NCEs can be classified into four

major classes—acid, base, neutral, and Zwitterion. Each of these classes of mole-

cules represents different challenges and opportunities in their biopharmaceutical

performance. Molecules with acidic pKa (pKa 3.5–6.0) predominantly exist in their

ionized and solubilized form at physiological intestinal pH (5.5–7.4). However, it

has been reported and well documented that ionized form of a molecule tends to

have poor passive permeability (Thomayant et al. 1998). As both the ionized and

unionized form of a molecule exist in a dynamic/equilibrium process in vivo, the

authors believe that a sufficient fraction absorbed (Fa) is achieved in vivo from

acidic molecules. Basic molecules demonstrate a much larger range of pKa (2.0–

9.0) depending on the type of functional groups. Strongly basic molecules (pKa
above 6.0) are considered ideal for improving solubility and dissolution rates and to

minimize in vivo precipitation (and related complications) in the physiological pH

range for both i.v. and oral delivery. Such molecules readily form salts with acidic

counter ions and remain solubilized at the site of absorption. On the other hand,

weakly basic molecules (pKa below 6.0) require stronger acidic counter ions for salt

formation and demonstrate improved solubility/dissolution rates only at pH 4.0 and

below. At physiological pH for absorption (pH 5–7), the weakly basic molecules

rapidly dissociate from their salt forms and convert to poorly soluble neutral forms

resulting in poor and/or variable absorption and bioavailability. Weakly basic

molecules also pose a significant challenge in developing stable dosing solutions

for parenteral delivery due to risk of precipitation upon injection (Jain et al. 2010).

Zwitterionic molecules are the most complex in their physicochemical and bio-

pharmaceutical behavior. Such molecules typically demonstrate high variability in

oral absorption and bioavailability (Thomas et al. 2006). In addition, their pKa
values and solubility profile are highly sensitive to presence of additional functional

8 S. Garad and A. Jain



groups in vicinity of the ionizable groups. For instance, the presence of a strongly

electron-withdrawing group next to the ionizable group can lead to a considerable

shift in its pKa and results in poor solubility/dissolution. Given a preference, it is

better to avoid Zwitterions especially for development, unless they demonstrate

high intrinsic solubility across the entire pH range or high potency such that

absolutely minimal doses are required in preclinical as well as clinical studies.

1.3.1.2 Intermolecular Interactions

Intermolecular interactions of NCEs (e.g., charge–charge, charge–dipole, dipole–

dipole, van der Waal’s dispersion, π–π stacking, hydrogen bonding, etc.) can

significantly impact their crystallinity and solid-state properties which in turn can

have a profound impact on their solubility, dissolution, precipitation, recrystalliza-

tion behavior and ultimately their biopharmaceutical performance (Thomoyant

et al. 1998). It is therefore advisable to minimize exploration of chemical scaffolds

with very high lattice energies (e.g., π–π stacking of planar aromatic rings). Solid-

state properties such as melting point and/or heat of fusion can serve as useful

surrogates to estimate the lattice energies.

To summarize, it is always worthwhile to spend the extra time and effort during

lead optimization stages in building some of the key biopharmaceutical properties

into a molecule. This investment during discovery stages eventually pays off in

development as it lays the foundation for design of a robust drug product strategy

that can help clinical teams accelerate and shorten development timelines.

1.3.2 Physicochemical Characterization

A thorough understanding of physicochemical properties of a NCE is a prerequisite

to prediction of biopharmaceutical behavior as well as screening and development

of solid form and formulations for preclinical and clinical studies. Developability

assessment teams are able to generate a robust package of physicochemical char-

acterization data using minimal amounts of time and material, largely due to

availability and constant evolvement of in silico prediction tools and high-

throughput screening technologies. This section will describe the methods and

best practices in characterization of physicochemical properties such as pKa,
logP/D, solubility/dissolution rate, permeability, and in vitro metabolism.

1.3.2.1 Ionization Constant (pKa)

As noted above, the ionization constant, pKa, is a commonly used thermodynamic

parameter in drug discovery to understand binding mechanisms and to predict

ADME properties of NCEs due to the pH gradient of 1.0–7.0 in the human GI
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tract (Avdeef 2003). A number of important properties such as lipophilicity,

solubility pH profile, permeability, and human Ether-à-go-go-Related Gene

(hERG) binding affinity are modulated greatly by pKa. While pKa can be success-

fully predicted by in silico tools owing to the high dependence on the molecular

structure of NCEs, this prediction may not be accurate unless the corresponding

model has been parameterized to account for the novel chemical space spanned by

many discovery programs, thereby justifying the need for in vitro determination. A

range of experimental approaches with varying throughput, cycle time, sample

requirement, and costs are available for pKa determination (Wan and Ulander

2006; Wang & Faller 2007; Wang et al. 2007). Some of the commonly used

methods are potentiometric titration (Avdeef 2003), capillary electrophoresis

(CE) (Cleveland et al. 1993; Ishihama et al. 2002), Spectral Gradient Analyzer

(Box et al. 2003), and Sirius T3 (Sirius Analytical).

Potentiometric Titration

In the potentiometric titration method, a potentiometer records the pH changes with

a glass electrode, caused by introducing a known volume of titrant to the well-

mixed solution of a NCE. This methodology is tedious as it requires a lengthy

process due to long and repetitive equilibrium steps after titrant additions. How-

ever, the pKa values obtained are reliable and therefore, this methodology is

considered to be the gold standard despite a number of limitations. This method-

ology is only suitable for compounds with good solubility as potentiometric titra-

tion requires concentrations in the range of 0.1–1 mM. Although cosolvents have

been used to circumvent poor solubility, it still requires several titrations to

extrapolate the data from different water and cosolvent mixtures to aqueous solu-

tion (zero cosolvent concentration). An additional problem with potentiometric

titration is the increasing numbers of NCEs in early discovery are delivered as

salt forms with protogenic counter ions, like acetate, fumarate, titrate, etc. Finally,

this methodology requires materials in milligram scale, and therefore, it is more

useful in late discovery.

Spectral Gradient Analyzer

This assay works effectively with poorly soluble NCEs by using cosolvent in the

media. The pKa data measured using this “rapid-mixing” approach correlate well

with those from the potentiometric titration method. In addition, this method is

useful for measuring pKa for early discovery compounds as it requires a small

amount of material, and allows for high throughput/automation. The limitation is

that it is suitable for ionizable compounds, which induce a change in the UV spectra

scan. In other words, not only is a UV chromophore required, but also the chromo-

phore may have to be located close enough to the ionization center within an NCE.

This technique is based on a continuously flowing pH gradient and a UV-DAD
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(diode array detector). It was developed recently and allows for a much higher

throughput (Box et al. 2003). This method establishes a stable time-dependent pH

gradient by rapidly mixing acidic and basic buffers, during which drug candidates

pre-dissolved in organic solvent are introduced at different pH conditions. This fast

method allows full characterization of ionizable groups for 70 % of the discovery

output and usually gives high quality data that are consistent with those obtained by

potentiometric titration (Garad et al. 2009). Neither this “rapid mixing” nor the

potentiometric titration approach is compound-specific, so compounds with purity

or stability issues or counter ions containing similar UV chromophore may be

problematic for this approach.

1.3.2.2 Lipophilicity (logP/D)

Lipophilicity, as expressed by the logarithm of partition coefficient or distribution

coefficient (logP or logD) of NCEs between a lipophilic phase (e.g., octanol) and

aqueous phase, is a valuable physicochemical property. Compounds with very high

(logP/D> 6) or very low lipophilicity (logP/D< 1) can present significant

developability challenges such as poor formulability, poor permeability and absorp-

tion, accumulation in tissues/organs, etc. Therefore, a right balance of lipophilicity

in any compound is essential prior to its selection as a candidate for development.

Multiple techniques can be used to determine lipophilicity of the compound. While

shake-flask is the conventional method for logP (or logD) determination, the dual-

phase potentiometric titration approach is also widely accepted, particularly during

late drug discovery phase (Avdeef, 2003). For NCEs lacking an ionizable group,

HPLC logP technique, also known as eLogP can be applied (Lombardo

et al. 2000). A variety of techniques that are suitable for early discovery include

liposome chromatography, immobilized artificial membrane (IAM) chromatogra-

phy, capillary electrophoresis (CE) (Avdeef, 2003), and artificial membrane prep-

arations (Wohnsland & Faller 2001).

1.3.2.3 Solubility/Dissolution

Solubility of NCEs is one of the most important physicochemical properties that

govern its ADME, pharmacological and biopharmaceutical profile. Poor solubility

and dissolution rates are the most common rate-limiting factors for oral drug

absorption, especially for NCEs with high permeability (Ku 2008). A variety of

solubility and dissolution measurements are performed throughout the discovery

and development stages of a NCE (Hariharan et al. 2003; Vertzoni et al. 2005;

Kibbey et al. 2001; Glomme et al. 2005; Avdeef 2007; Galia et al. 1998; Ingels

et al. 2002; Lind et al. 2007). The objectives and methods for such measurements

differ widely depending on the stage of the project and intended use of the data. A

few examples of typical solubility experiments include high-throughput measure-

ment in two or three buffer system during early discovery stages to rank order
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compounds and develop SAR, solubility measurement of an API in organic sol-

vents to develop a crystallization process or measuring kinetic solubility of API in

biorelevant media to predict maximum absorbable dose. Solubility experiments can

be performed under a variety of conditions such as equilibration at room temper-

ature (e.g., 24–48 h), kinetic solubility at 37 �C (e.g., 1–4 h), temperature cycling in

organic solvents or two-step solubility screen in biorelevant media to identify

supersaturation-enhancing excipients. A detailed list of solubility and dissolution

experiments typically performed during discovery and early development stages is

shown in Table 1.2.

An important consideration for developability of a NCE is its tendency to

precipitate under physiological conditions. Depending on its solid form and

pH-dependent solubility, a compound may precipitate out in stomach fluids

(pH ~2) or in small intestinal fluids (pH ~5–7) during its transit in the gastrointes-

tinal tract. The precipitated compound may dissolve differently in the gastrointes-

tinal fluids than the original form. Occasionally, for compounds with pH-dependent

solubility, certain forms/salts of a compound may dissolve in stomach fluids, and

upon gastric emptying in the intestine may remain dissolved, thus yielding super-

saturated solutions. In such cases, the compound may show much higher bioavail-

ability. Thus, it is critical to evaluate dissolution characteristics of various solid

forms before selecting a final solid form for further development. Dissolution

studies should be conducted either with suspension formulations or with com-

pounds filled in capsule with or without formulation excipients. The physiological

conditions can be simulated by using buffers (pH 1, 2, 4.5, and 6.8) and/or

simulated fed/fasted gastric and intestinal media (Jantratid et al. 2008) at 37 �C
either as single step or pH-shift method (Mathias et al. 2013). The presence of

formulation excipients could help simulate a solid dosage form and can reflect the

effects of formulation excipients on dissolution rate. For compounds with poor

Table 1.2 Solubility and dissolution experiments in discovery and early development of NCEs

Experiment Application (s)

HT-solubility Guide SAR during early discovery stages

Shake-flask solubility pH solubility profile

Solubility in biorelevant media Prediction of maximum absorbable dose, GastroPlus™
simulations, build IVIVC, food effect prediction

Organic solvents Salt and polymorph screening, crystallization process

development

Solubility in cosolvent, surfactant,

complexing agents, lipids

Develop solubilized formulations for preclinical and

clinical studies; develop dissolution media for release

testing

Intrinsic dissolution rate Rank-order solid forms (e.g., salts, co-crystals,

polymorphs)

Non-sink dissolution Rank-order of prototype solid forms and formulations

(e.g., solid dispersions, salts, etc.)

Dissolution (type II apparatus) Release testing for solid dosage forms; biorelevant test-

ing and food effect prediction for solid dosage forms
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solubility, dissolutions studies should be conducted in simulated gastric and intes-

tinal media to determine the potential for food effect.

Solubility and dissolution data are often used to select and/or rank-order NCEs

during lead optimization stages. However, due to unknown efficacious clinical

doses at such early stages of discovery, it is difficult to drop or terminate NCEs

based on poor solubility values. In addition, for poorly soluble NCEs (typically with

aqueous solubility <100 μg/ml), there are a number of formulation technologies

(see Sect. 1.3.4.4) that could be explored to improve the solubility/dissolution rates

and eventually their in vivo absorption and bioavailability. Early screening of such

formulation technologies in combination with human PK/PD and dose predictions

is essential for a successful developability assessment of poorly soluble NCEs.

1.3.2.4 Permeability

Permeability plays a vital role in the absorption of orally delivered NCEs. Perme-

ability is a complex phenomenon and it involves multiple mechanisms across the GI

mucosa (Artursson & Tavelin 2003). Hence, it is important that a developability

assessment scientist identify permeability behavior of NCEs early during lead

optimization stages and provide timely feedback to project teams, especially

when the teams are considering an oral route of administration. Unlike poor

solubility, there are only few formulation or delivery technologies that can over-

come poor permeability of NCEs and provide significant improvement in their oral

absorption or bioavailability (Maag 2012; Maher and Brayden 2012).

One of the simple parameters that correlate well with permeability is the

molecular weight of any given NCE. As per Lipinski’s rule of 5, any NCE with

molecular weight <500 typically demonstrates medium to high passive permeabil-

ity and NCE with molecular weight>500 usually tend to exhibit poor to medium or

almost no passive permeability. Another in silico model is the one developed by

Egan and coworkers (2000). Their absorption model is based on polar surface area

(PSA) and calculated logP (C logP). Based on their analysis, it was shown that

majority of highly permeable marketed drugs were populated in an egg-shaped

zone of the absorption model and therefore, specified as “good” molecules. On the

other hand, drugs with poor permeability or those considered as substrates for efflux

transporters were scattered outside the egg-shaped zone and denoted as “poor” in

the model. Interestingly, an exception to this egg-shaped model is the blockbuster

drug—Lipitor.

In addition to the in silico methods, a number of in vitro models were developed

to predict permeability as well as to assess the contributions of active transporters in

the permeation process (Hämäläinen & Frostell-Karlsson 2004; Balimane

et al. 2006). A few important assays, commonly being used in the last few decades,

for measuring permeability of NCEs with high speed and reliability/reproducibility

are described as follows.
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PAMPA

Parallel artificial membrane permeability assay (PAMPA), pioneered by Kansy

et al. (1998), utilizes a chemical membrane immobilized on a 96-well filter plate

and samples are analyzed by a UV plate reader. Distinct membrane models were

established by Kansy et al. (1998), Avdeef et al. (2001), Faller (2001) and Sugano

and coworkers (2001) to mimic passive diffusion of NCEs across the GI tract

(Garad et al. 2009). Avdeef (2003) introduced the “double-sink” model that simu-

lates the concentration and pH gradient across the GI membrane. Cosolvents (Ruell

et al. 2004) or excipients (Kansy et al. 1998; Sugano et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2003;

Bendels et al. 2006) were employed in PAMPA to overcome the low solubility

issues frequently encountered in early discovery. Quantification using LCMS

(Balimane et al. 2005; Wang & Faller 2007; Mensch et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2012)

or HPLC (Liu et al. 2003) drastically improved the sensitivity and robustness of

PAMPA by extending the limit of detection for NCEs with low solubility. It also

prevents interference originating from impurities with high solubility and/or strong

UV chromophore. PAMPA ultimately offers a fast and relatively cost-effective

method to estimate permeability for NCEs absorbed by passive diffusion

mechanisms.

Caco-2

The human colon adenocarcinoma (Caco-2) cell permeability model exhibits mor-

phological (e.g., tight junction and brush-border) and functional similarities (e.g.,

multiple transport mechanisms) to human intestinal enterocytes (Ungell & Karlsson

2003; Englund et al. 2006), thereby serving as the gold standard for in vitro

permeability assessment in industry (Artursson & Tavelin 2003; Lennernas and

Lundgren 2004). Caco-2 cells, which extensively express a variety of transport

systems beyond P-glycoprotein (Pgp), are amenable to investigate the interplay

among different transport systems and differentiate the relative contributions from

passive and active transport mechanisms to the overall permeability across the human

GI tract (Ungell 2004; Steffansen et al. 2004). While the conventional protocol (e.g.,

21-day cell culturing) is essential to assure the full expression of transporters, the

Caco-2 models using accelerated cell culturing procedures (e.g., 3–7 days) are not

suitable for studying active transport of NCEs due to inadequate expression of

transporters (Liang et al. 2000; Alsenz & Haenel 2003; Lakeram et al. 2007). Scien-

tists (Yamashita et al. 2002; Miret et al. 2004) are still debating whether the short-

term Caco-2 culturing system is appropriate to rank permeability, with concern about

its poor correlation with human absorption data and inability to differentiate medium

permeability compounds (Miret et al. 2004; Sugano et al 2010).

Today, the cumbersome long culturing procedure can be readily handled by

automation (Saunders 2004; Wang & Faller 2007) and therefore Caco-2 has been

successfully validated and widely implemented in 24- or 96-well plate formats to

assess the permeability and drug interaction with GI-related transporters (Ungell &
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Karlsson 2003; Kerns et al. 2004; Marino et al. 2005; Balimane et al. 2004).

Similarly to PAMPA, precaution should be taken when dealing with low solubility

compounds in discovery to select agents inert to the permeability and transport

process of the Caco-2 model (Yamashita et al. 2000). Introduction of bovine serum

albumin (BSA) to the basolateral compartment is useful to mimic the in vivo sink

condition and to help minimize the non-specific binding of NCEs to the cells and

labware but the effect appeared to vary greatly upon the mechanism by which NCEs

are transported across the monolayer (Saha & Kou 2002; Neuhoff et al. 2006).

The “bi-directional” approach is typically utilized to assess the transport mech-

anism in the Caco-2 model where permeability is measured from “apical” to

“basolateral” compartments [absorptive permeability, Papp(A–B)] and in the

reverse direction [secretory permeability, Papp(B–A)] (Artursson & Tavelin 2003;

Lennernas & Lundgren 2004; Ungell 2004; Steffansen et al. 2004; Hochman

et al. 2002; Varma et al. 2006). NCEs that function as substrates for efflux trans-

porters are one of the major concerns in discovery as they may significantly limit

molecules from absorption into the enterocytes and GI membrane and eventually

retard the exposure (Varma et al. 2006). Historically, efflux ratio (ER) has been

utilized to identify NCEs with potential efflux issues

ER ¼ Papp B� Að Þ
Papp A� Bð Þ ð1:1Þ

While the classification boundary may vary from lab to lab, NCEs with ER� 1 are

characteristic of potential efflux substrates and those with ER� 1 are dominated by

passive mechanism(s). Once oral absorption of a drug candidate or scaffold is

limited by efflux-dependent GI permeability, Caco-2 mechanistic studies may

help establish SAR, allowing for dialing out the efflux issue by optimization

(Hochman et al. 2002). Experimentally, one can identify the transporters (e.g.,

Pgp) that NCEs may serve as substrates for and also the potential enhancement in

oral absorption when primary transporters are inhibited. In addition, ER and

Papp(A–B) can be assessed at elevated NCE concentrations to investigate the

potential of saturated transporters at high dose and eventually build IVIVC for

highly soluble or formulated NCEs (Hochman et al. 2002).

As Pgp is, by far, the most prevailing one among transporters in human intestinal

enterocytes, one frequently initiates the first transporter mechanistic study by

applying potent Pgp inhibitors such as Cyclosporin (first generation), Verapamil

and Valspodar (secondary generation), Zosuiquidar/LY335979, and Elacridar/

GF120918 (third generation) (Kuppens et al. 2005; Nobili et al. 2006). Troutman

and Thakker found that ER is unable to properly characterize the Pgp-inhibition-

mediated enhancement of absorptive permeability due to the asymmetric behavior

of Pgp substrates in absorptive and secretory transport (Troutman and Thakker

2003a). Instead, absorption quotient (AQ) is recommended to better predict how

Pgp-facilitated efflux activity attenuates intestinal permeability in vivo.
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AQ ¼ PPgp A� Bð Þ
PPD A� Bð Þ ¼ PPD A� Bð Þ � Papp A� Bð Þ

PPD A� Bð Þ ð1:2Þ

where PPgp(A–B) is absorptive permeability (or apparent permeability from apical

to basolateral direction) attributed to Pgp activity and PPD(A–B) is absorptive

permeability measured in the presence of Pgp inhibitor(s).

AQ differentiates the absorptive permeability from secretory transport and offers

a more relevant approach to quantify the functional activity of transporters such as

Pgp observed during absorptive permeability. For a potent transporter (e.g., Pgp)

substrate, inhibition of transporter (or Pgp) activity usually leads to drastically

enhanced absorptive permeability [PPD(A–B)� Papp(A–B)] and thereby AQ� 1.

On the other hand, comparable absorptive permeability values are anticipated

(in the presence or absence of transporter inhibitor) for a weak transport substrate

[PPD(A–B)�Papp(A–B)] or AQ� 0.

MDRI-MDCK

The Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) model originating from dog kidney with

different expression of transporters than human intestine (Balimane et al. 2000;

Irvine et al. 1999) has commonly been utilized for permeability evaluation of NCEs

using the passive diffusion mechanisms (Ungell & Karlsson 2003). Recent devel-

opments using Pgp-transfected multidrug resistance-1 (MDRI)-MDCK model

(Bohets et al. 2001) allows for estimating the contributions of efflux transporters

with reduced cell culturing cycle time (3–5 days). By regulating the level of Pgp

expression, the sensitivity of NCEs to Pgp in the MDCK assay may be amplified,

although its relevance to GI physiology has yet to be established.

Given the advantages and limitations of each approach, the latest consensus

appears to favor a strategy that combines all three approaches with in silico models

to ensure high quality assessment of permeability in early discovery (Kerns

et al. 2004; Balimane et al. 2006; Faller et al. 2007). PAMPA should serve as a

fast and high-throughput permeability ranking tool in particular for scaffolds using

passive diffusion mechanisms. The Caco-2 model should be applied to challenging

scaffolds involving active transport mechanisms or with higher molecular weight

(e.g., >600). The former (potential substrates/inhibitors for efflux transporters),

most likely, will exhibit “medium” to “high” permeability in PAMPA but poor

in vitro–in vivo correlation. Caco-2 mechanistic studies are valuable to identify the

major transporters such as Pgp, MRP2 and BCRP and to appraise the impact of

shutting-down active transporters via either inhibitory (Varma et al. 2003) or

saturation mechanisms (Bourdet & Thakker 2006). MDCK, expressed with a

specific transporter, may be ideal to tackle the impact of an individual transporter

subsequent to Caco-2 transporter assays (Varma et al. 2005).
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1.3.2.5 Oxidative Metabolism

Metabolism is an important intrinsic property that drives the clearance or elimina-

tion of NCEs. Two of the major sites of metabolism for orally administered

compounds are in the gastrointestinal tract (sometimes referred to as pre-systemic

metabolism) and the liver (also known as first-pass metabolism). Finding the right

balance of metabolic stability is critical during developability assessment of NCEs

as high metabolism (or rapid clearance) could result in poor bioavailability and

poor efficacy whereas very low metabolism, along with entero-hepatic circulation,

could lead to prolonged half-life and accumulation of NCEs in the body resulting in

undesirable side-effects. Metabolism is a highly species-dependent phenomenon.

Metabolic rates can vary significantly among different species, due to the presence

of unique metabolizing enzymes in each species, strain and gender (Martignoni

et al. 2006). For example, CYP3A4 is the most important metabolizing enzyme in

humans and current literature suggests that more than 50 % of the marketed drugs

are metabolized by CYP3A4 enzyme. However, CYP3A4 is not found in any

animal species other than humans and monkeys as described in Table 1.3

(Martignoni et al. 2006; Emoto et al 2013). Typically, rodents have a higher

metabolic rate than dogs, monkeys, and humans. However, the rate and extent of

metabolism and ranking of species can vary significantly from one chemical

structure series to another. In particular, for compounds that exhibit significant

species differences in their metabolism, it is very difficult to extrapolate the PK

parameters in human and obtain any reasonable estimate of human dose. In such

instances, it is advisable to conduct micro dosing or exploratory study in human as

soon as possible. Screening of metabolic stability in multiple animal species early

in drug discovery is very useful to guide structural modification and selection of

compounds for in vivo studies. Metabolite identification is also very helpful for

bioanalytical and pharmaceutical scientists to understand metabolically labile as

well as chemically labile sites in a NCE. Metabolism is a predominant factor that

differentiates oral absorption from oral bioavailability. For instance, a compound

could have complete absorption (~100 % Fa or fraction absorbed) through gastro-

intestinal tract upon oral dosing based on its high solubility and permeability.

However, the oral bioavailability for same compound could be only ~20–30 %

due to its high first-pass metabolism prior to reaching systemic circulation. This is

an extremely important consideration while developing formulations for poorly

soluble NCEs. Majority of the solubility enhancing formulation technologies can

potentially maximize the absorption (or fraction absorbed Fa%) of a given NCE,

but not necessarily their oral bioavailability. The collection and use of data relevant

to metabolism is more thoroughly covered in Chap. 4.
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1.3.3 Solid-State Characterization

Solid-state characterization assays and technologies (Table 1.4) are well known to

most scientists responsible for solid form selection in support of CMC development

activities. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry

(DSC), Powder and single-crystal X-ray diffraction are commonly used tools to

characterize the solid forms of any given NCE using small amounts of material.

Advanced calorimetric methods such as modulated DSC (mDSC) provide higher

sensitivity and can measure the heat of fusion of crystalline solids as well as glass

transition events in amorphous solids. Hot stage and infrared microscopy are useful

tools to study solid form conversions (e.g., polymorphs). Dynamic vapor sorption

(DVS) is a routinely used instrument to measure hygroscopicity behavior of solid

forms and provides useful information for solid form selection activities.

1.3.3.1 Polymorphism

Polymorphism studies require special attention during developability assessment of

NCEs because changes in physical form during development could result in sig-

nificant delays and often, it is very difficult to reproduce the original form with

optimal physicochemical and biopharmaceutical performance. The authors’ expe-

rience suggests that the larger the scale of a crystallization step and longer the

processing time, greater is the likelihood that such process will generate the

thermodynamically preferred physical form. The thermodynamically preferred

polymorphic form can be ascertained from a simple bridging experiment where

two polymorphic forms are placed on a microscope slide in contact with a common

solvent. In this case, the low-energy form grows at the expense of the high-energy

form. Hot-stage microscopy and IR microscopy are useful instruments in monitor-

ing these conversions. In some cases, the low-energy form may be obtained only

through the use of hazardous solvents and/or procedures and hence may not be

practical for large-scale production. Therefore, a thorough evaluation of polymor-

phic space and its impact on physicochemical, biopharmaceutical and processabil-

ity of a given NCE is an important component of developability assessment.

Table 1.3 Species-

dependent CYP3A enzymes

(m male specific, f female

specific)

Human Mouse Rat Dog Monkey

3A4 3A11 3A1/3A23 3A12 3A4

3A5 3A13 3A2m 3A26

3A7 3A16 3A9f

3A43 3A25 3A18m

3A41 3A62

3A44
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1.3.3.2 Amorphous Solids

Amorphous materials have become more prevalent in the development pipeline as a

result of the “hydrophobic” nature of NCEs originating from discovery. Such

compounds are neither hydrophilic nor lipophilic and present unique challenges

in their formulation development, especially, overcoming their poor solubility.

Generation and stabilization of amorphous solid forms, using polymeric matrices

in solid dispersion for example, provides an attractive formulation approach to

improve the dissolution, solubility and oral bioavailability of these hydrophobic

NCEs. APIs can also be developed as amorphous forms if supported by detailed

understanding of the amorphous system and robust scalable process for

manufacturing these forms. This approach becomes inevitable especially when

NCEs are difficult to crystallize due to molecular complexity or presence of trace

impurities that act as crystallization inhibitors. Amorphous materials, with

increased dissolution rate and aqueous solubility are chemically reactive and

more hygroscopic than crystalline material (Byrn et al. 1999; Hancock and Parks

2000; Hancock and Zografi 1997). Amorphous materials exist in either the glassy

state below their glass-transition temperature (Tg) or as a super-cooled liquid above

their Tg. Although the physical properties differ between each amorphous state,

Arrhenius relationships are applicable below the Tg and allow for extrapolation to

ambient storage/handling conditions. The ratio of Tg, in Kelvin, to the melting

point of a crystalline material is a constant of 0.72 (range 0.59–0.84). This is a

useful rule of thumb to estimate feasibility and likelihood of developing an amor-

phous API or formulation for a given NCE. Analysis of amorphous forms of drug

candidates should include, in particular, the measurement of Tg (most commonly

using mDSC) and any changes in water solubility, hygroscopicity, and solid-state

stability relative to the crystalline form. Water solubility may be the most difficult

parameter to measure for an amorphous material because of rapid crystallization

(Hancock and Parks 2000). In summary, the know-how and experience in devel-

opment and characterization of amorphous APIs as well as solid dispersion formu-

lations has progressed significantly in last decade and more than a dozen products

have been launched in recent past using these technologies. These are discussed in

Chap. 3.

Table 1.4 Solid-state characterization assays and technologies

1 Crystallinity: XRPD, DSC, Tg, TGA, IR, and microscopy

2 Single-crystal X-ray: structure/unit cell

3 Topography: scanning electron microscopy

4 Particle size analysis: by laser light scattering

5 Polymorphism and salt/co-crystal screening: manual, HTS

6 Bulk density, elasticity

7 Rationale for selecting the preferred crystalline form

8 Particle size recommendation for biopharmaceutics performance or manufacturability of a

dosage form
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1.3.3.3 Hygroscopicity

A detailed evaluation of hygroscopicity of NCEs and various solid forms is

essential for optimal physicochemical behavior (e.g., solubility, physical and

chemical stability) as well as processability and manufacturing (e.g., control and

reproducibility of desired polymorphic form). Hygroscopicity, simply termed as the

study of moisture uptake as a function of percent relative humidity, can be mea-

sured in an automated manner with dynamic moisture sorption analyzers that

quickly assess the hygroscopicity of material in a closed system at controlled

temperature and ambient or controlled pressure. These instruments allow the

measurement of the weight change kinetics and equilibration for small samples

exposed to a stepwise change in humidity. The authors would like to highlight two

critical points to consider during DVS measurements: (1) drying the sample at the

start of the measurement cycle and (2) failing to achieve equilibrium at each

humidity condition, particularly at extreme humidity. For example, drying of a

hydrated material at the beginning of DVS experiment could result in form con-

version to anhydrous state and provide a hygroscopicity profile that is not repre-

sentative of the hydrated form under ambient conditions of storage and handling.

Equilibration of the system at each humidity condition can be confirmed by analysis

of the sample weight versus time. This aspect is often overlooked, and can lead to

confusion when samples from the same bulk lot appear to absorb different amounts

of moisture, usually in different labs, under the same humidity stress. Hygroscop-

icity evaluation should start with an independent determination of the initial

moisture content (TGA, Karl Fischer, etc.). Analysis of powder X-ray diffraction

patterns of solid forms before and after DVS measurement also provides very useful

information in detecting solid form transitions especially, the commonly observed

transitions of dehydration and/or hydrate formation.

1.3.3.4 Particle Size

Particle size and distribution is an important solid-state property that heavily

impacts the dissolution behavior, flowability, and processability of APIs.

Low-magnification scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides a simple record

of particle size and crystal shape. Often a change in the crystallization process

results in a change in crystal morphology with concurrent changes in powder flow.

Low-magnification SEM can readily reveal morphological changes and alert solid-

state/crystallization expert and the formulator. A number of automated particle-

sizing methods are now available, each with its inherent shape limitations. Usually,

the particle sizing methods calculate particle size distributions by normalizing the

shape to an equivalent spherical particle. Based on actual morphology of particles

(e.g., needle-shaped long crystals), such measurements can be limited in their

accuracy. Nonetheless, these methods allow the counting of many particles in a

short period of time and provide good quality control feedback on the
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reproducibility of a manufacturing process. Surface area analysis methods, such as

Brunaur–Emmett–Teller (BET) also provide useful insight into changes in avail-

able surface area due to changes in chemical processing. The particle size recom-

mendation for development is derived from the type of dosage form and impact of

particle size on fraction absorbed/bioavailability. The particle size recommendation

should assure a homogeneous blend for an oral dosage form, particularly for low

strength tablets or capsule dosage forms. For poorly absorbed compounds due to

low permeability, reducing the particle size may have no effect on the percent of

dose absorbed, but may be necessary from manufacturing stand point such as blend

homogeneity and content uniformity of the formulated product. The most signifi-

cant effect of particle size on absorption is typically observed for low dose–low

solubility compounds. A number of in silico methods (e.g., Noyes–Whitney equa-

tion, Dissolution number using GastroPlus™) can be applied during discovery

stages and identify need for particle size reduction for improving dissolution and

bioavailability. Such early guidance can be extremely useful to API and formula-

tion development teams so that appropriate particle size reduction technologies can

be incorporated in the manufacturing processes as early as IND-enabling or Phase I

stages. However, it should be noted that particle size recommendations may change

as the clinical dose is refined based on outcome of early clinical studies (Phase

I/IIa). Typically for discovery stage compounds, flow properties are usually poor

and therefore, the measurement of flow properties during early stages does not add

much value to the developability assessment package. Tapped bulk density is a key

physical measurement that can be performed during solid form screening activities

in order to rank-order and select preferred crystalline forms as well as support the

development of capsule dosage form.

Overall, solid-state properties of any given NCE are very critical for their

biopharmaceutical performance and manufacturability into a suitable dosage

form. Solid-state characterization is an important activity that should be performed

during lead optimization stages especially on few selected advanced compounds.

The results and recommendations from this evaluation should be shared with

research and development colleagues in a timely manner and added to the overall

developability assessment package prior to candidate selection. Although,

sub-optimal solid-state properties by themselves do not create a no-go scenario

for NCEs, it is critical for research and development teams to realize that selecting a

candidate with poor solid-state properties may require upfront investment of time

and resources in selecting an optimal solid form for development and more often

than not, result in higher risk and longer development timelines.

1.3.3.5 Solid Form Screening and Selection

Screening and selection of developable solid form is an essential component of

developability assessment. Due to availability and advancement of high-throughput

screening technologies, it is now possible to screen several hundreds and potentially

thousands of solid forms including salts, polymorphs, co-crystals, etc., using
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milligram amounts of API (Balbach and Korn 2004). Results from these early

screens are typically followed up with more manual and scalable screening methods

before final selection of suitable solid form for early development phase. In an ideal

situation, it is expected that the solid form selected during early phase is the final

form and should be used throughout the NCEs development cycle up to commer-

cialization. Although this might be the case for some NCEs, more realistically, the

solid form activities follow a continuum of increasing form space knowledge as an

NCE progresses from discovery to early, mid and late development stages (Singhal

and Curatalo 2004). Some of the key objectives of solid form activities during

discovery and early development include crystallization of amorphous APIs, pro-

ducing crystalline material to enable purification and isolation, solubility/bioavail-

ability enhancement to support PK/tox studies, discovery and characterization of

important crystalline forms (e.g., hydrates, anhydrous, solvates, etc.), understand-

ing form-relationships (e.g., kinetic and thermodynamic) and optimization of phys-

icochemical attributes such as stability, hygroscopicity, dosage form

compatibility, etc.

1.3.4 Formulation Approaches for Preclinical Studies

1.3.4.1 Formulation for PK Studies

Low-dose pharmacokinetic studies in rodents (rats and mice) are usually performed

during early discovery stages to understand ADME properties of NCEs, to guide

SAR and to support advancement of candidates into efficacy and tolerability

testing. An example of a decision tree to select NCEs for further profiling based

on low-dose pharmacokinetic studies in rodents is highlighted in Fig. 1.2. Due to

the large number of such studies performed for each discovery project, limited

amounts of compound availability (~1–5 mg) and requirement for a rapid turn-

around on formulation requests (~24–48 h), it is unreasonable to expect a formu-

lator to design the most optimized dosing formulation for each and every

compound. Therefore, it is a common practice in pharmaceutical companies to

identify a set of ~3–4 pre-defined formulations containing different combinations of

cosolvents (e.g., dimethyl acetamide, N-methyl pyrrolidone, ethanol, propylene

glycol, polyethylene glycols, etc.), surfactants (e.g., Tween-80, Cremophor EL,

Solutol HS 15, etc.) and aqueous diluents (e.g., buffers, saline, dextrose, etc.) that

could be readily used to develop solution formulations for low-dose PK studies via

multiple routes of administration including i.v, p.o., s.c., i.m. and i.p. The topic of

formulations is treated in greater detail in Chap. 2.

One of the important considerations while developing a solution formulation is

the physical and chemical stability of NCE during dosing as well as under physi-

ological conditions. A quick dilution test of solution formulations in simulated

physiological media (e.g., 1:1, 1:5 and 1:10 dilution in phosphate buffered saline,

simulated gastric and intestinal fluids) and lack of any visible precipitation typically
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provides a formulator enough confidence to advance these formulations into PK

study. If the PK study involves administration of a poorly soluble compound using

i.v. infusion, a more detailed investigation of precipitation kinetics, in both static

and dynamic systems might be required. It is important that early PK studies

(i.v. and p.o.) are performed using a completely solubilized formulation. This

approach ensures that physicochemical properties such as crystallinity, particle

size, dissolution kinetics, etc., will not be the limiting factors in absorption of

NCE and root-cause for poor absorption and/or poor bioavailability can be attrib-

uted to other important parameters such as permeability, metabolism, etc. This

information is very useful for medicinal chemists to build SAR, enable rapid

decision-making (selection or termination) and to incorporate right biopharmaceu-

tical properties in the NCEs from the very beginning. Chapter 4 addresses these

issues in more detail.

1.3.4.2 Formulation for Pharmacology Studies

In comparison to low-dose PK studies, pharmacology studies are more diverse in

their study designs, dose requirements, duration and selection of animal species.

Early Pharmacokinetics
Rodent (mice/rats)
0.5-1mg/kg iv solution
1-5mg/kg oral solution

Half-life (t1/2) Plasma Clearance 
(CL)

% Bioavailability (%F) 
& Exposure (AUC∞)*

>1hr CL<Hepatic Blood 
Flow

•% F>30%*
•Reasonable & linear 
exposure

Rejected Forward Rejected Forward

*Oral bioavailability >30% in mice is advisable, however, these values might differ based on disease areas and in case of highly
potent molecules.
• AUC∞ - Area Under the Curve (till infinite time point)

Hepatic blood flow (ml/min/kg)

Mouse (20-25g) 90

Rat (200-300g) 85

Rabbit (2.5-3kg) 71

Dog (10-12kg) 31

Monkey (4-5kg) 44

No

No
NoYes

Yes

Fig. 1.2 Example NCEs selection process based on early PK studies in rodent species. Reprinted

from Saxena et al. (2009) with permission from John Wiley & Sons
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Depending on target indication, pharmacology studies may require single dose or

multiple doses up to ~2 weeks. Dosing concentrations are typically higher than

those required for low-dose PK studies and are predominantly driven by the

potency, PK properties (e.g., rate of absorption, clearance, etc.) and maximum

tolerable dose of a given NCE. The primary goal of initial pharmacology studies

is to identify a minimal efficacious dose in a given animal model. More detailed

studies to establish PK/PD relationships, dose–response, etc., are usually performed

during later discovery stages. The types of dosage forms used in pharmacology

studies could vary significantly from study to study. It is not uncommon for a

scientist in developability assessment group to develop formulations ranging from a

simple solution in buffers or cosolvents or an oral suspension of API to enabling

formulations such as spray–dried dispersions or microemulsion pre-concentrates or

high organic mixtures to be incorporated into subcutaneous osmotic pump devices.

In addition to the solubility, dilution behavior, condition-of-use stability and toler-

ability, another important aspect to consider during development of pharmacology

formulations is the likelihood of interfering or masking the pharmacodynamic

response or efficacy of an NCE due to presence of certain excipients in the dosing

vehicle. For example, it is advisable to avoid the use of sugars or lipid-based

vehicles in animal models for diabetes and metabolic disease indications or to

avoid certain surfactant-based excipients in animal models of pain. Another impor-

tant formulation consideration for pharmacology studies is the route of administra-

tion. For example, a poorly soluble NCE may not demonstrate desired PD/efficacy

response from oral dosing of a simple suspension formulation due to lack of

sufficient systemic exposure and may therefore, require the use of enabling tech-

nologies (e.g., solid dispersion, microemulsions or nanosuspensions) to achieve

desired outcome in animal study. In such instances, it is very important that the

organization has right expertise to enable the molecule and validate the biological

target in preclinical species. It is highly likely that the enabling formulation

developed for pharmacology studies could very well be used for longer-term

PD/efficacy studies as well as acute and chronic toxicity studies.

1.3.4.3 Formulation for Toxicology Studies

Toxicology studies in rodents and non-rodents are required by regulatory agencies

before any NCE can be evaluated in a clinical study. Typically, such studies are

performed in a step-wise manner from candidate selection to IND-enabling stages.

Early toxicology studies during discovery stages could include a single-dose acute

tolerability assessment to support pharmacology studies or repeat-dose study for ~4

or 7 days to address some specific safety concerns for a particular target or lead

candidate. Non-GLP studies (typical duration ~7 days) in rodents and non-rodents

are generally performed on ~1–3 candidates prior to development candidate nom-

ination. IND-enabling studies are performed under GLP conditions and require

repeat-dosing anywhere from 7 to 28 days depending on intended clinical indica-

tion. One of the primary goals of toxicology studies is to identify potential safety
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